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Choir

to accept
SGfunds
hv Kathleen Foronda
l"uture staff

Robert Burkett, president of the UGF
Gospel Choir, said he will accept $500.
from the Student Senate that he refused ·
after its Sept. 1 meeting.
Burkett
changed his mind after attending a
Sept. 3 gospel c.h oir meeting.
According to choir public relations
officer, Carla Forehand, "He (Burkett)
didn't. want the choir's name smeared
anymore," sh~ saici.
Mike Brach/Future

Wound down
Stairs emphasize the long haul from the fourth to first floor of the Engineering Building.

Students to pay 25 cents for busride
~·

hy Dennis Long
Future staff

the first wee.k of school. That's out of a
total of 905 riders,"Perez said.

UCF students who previously· rode
the East Orange Express pusline for
free will now have to pay 25 cents a
ride after Sept.. 30.
·The bus line, a pilot program of the
Orange County Commission. was due
to expire Sept. 30, but because of high
ridership, the program has been extended, according to Student Body
,
Vice. President Ti co Perez.
"We had 350 students ride the bus

Student Government paid $9,000 in
March to help subsidize the program
which cost the county $30 ,000. SC
wil.l no longer be paying that subsjdy,
so students will have to pay their own
fares.
Perez said SC is disc.ussing a discount ticket program similiar to the
East-West Expressway d iscou,nt
tickets, but has not yet acted on the

proposal.
The new expiration date for the bus
line is not knpwn yet. According to
Murrell Syler, Director of the Division
of Community Services for Orang~
County, the bus line has not officiaily
been extended beyond Sept. 30, pending the approv.a l of funds fr!)m the
Federal .Highway Administration.
Asked if the funds would be approved, Syler said,"Every inquiry we make
indicates we will receive a favorable
disposition."

280' sign up for forgiveness policy
by Jim Burgess
Future staff

Approximately 280 students took advantage of the .new grade forgiveness
policy for the .fall semester.
According to Dr. Charles Micarelli,
dean of undergraduate studies,
students were well informed before
registration about the policy.
Ten thousand copies concerning the
policy were made and sent to all colleges, advisors and were posted at
registration," Micarelli said. "There ·
were also articles printeq in the Future
and the UCF Report."
During the summer quarter, Dr.
L<"'slie Ellis, university provost, approved the policy which is the first at UCF
since l 977. According to the policy.
undergraduate students will be able to
r<'peat a course and have 'the repeated
grade computed in their GPA in place
of the original grade.
Ariy undergraduate student who
wishes to implement grade forgivenes.
must fi~st complete a "Grade
Forgi eness Request Form" (available
in thl' OHic<' of R<'('()rds and Rrgistrn-

tion) for each course to be completed.
This form must be completed before
registration, so any students wishing to·
take advantage of the policy must now
wait until next registration.
A copy of th~· co~pleted form ·must
be returned to the Office of Records
and Registration by the end of the first
working day followiAg add/drop.

needs to be sigi:ied by the department
chairman or designate of the department offering the course.
This
signature may be withheld until the
add/drop period if a space problem exists.

The 'cl"10ir ·submitted a bill to the
·senate requesting money to purchase
new robes. After almost three and onehalf hours of delibera~ion, the Senate
passed the bill with amendments. Instead of granting the choir's original
request of $2,011.50, the Senate allotted $250 from SG's Clubs and
Organizations account and $500 from
the Senate Working Fund. According
to Burkett, the $250 is automatically
guaranteed to any campus club.
During the Senate's debates, there
were. suggestions that the Black Student Union give a certain amount of
money to the choir.
Burkett said the threat of mandating
how an organization should spend its
money, accusations of racism by
senators and bill supporters and the.
fact that the bill had been under
discussion in committee and in two
Senate .meetings Aug. 5 and Sept. 1
were the main reasons why he originally refused the $500 for the choir. .
Burkett later decided to accept the
lessor allocation to settle the issue.
Forehand said that the Senate had
reviewed the bill last summer. Choir
treasurer Gwen Mason said: "I feel
like we (the choir) got· dragged around
all summer long." .Mason explained

Choir,page 4
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Only two courses can be repeated
under the grade forgiveness policy, and
each course only once. Any courses
previously taken can be repeated if
never repeated before.
All grades will remain on the
students transcript. The original grade
will be annotated with a "T'' to indicate ·.that the course has been
repc~ ated, and the la~t attempt is annotated with irn "R... The original
grade wil I not he rnmputed in the
grade point average.
Since repeat courst'S should be taken
on a "spa('e available" basis .only, the
Crade Forgi\'Prl<'ss Heq11t>st .Form

F·oOtball

Fever!
A bPhind-the-scn1es look at UC.t
foothall_ bP_fore tomorrow's season
01u 11er hPgins on page !:J.
1
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Azeem Hairstyling

At A Glance

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women .. .Includes Hair Analysis

Events

WEA~EHERE

OPEN
9-:5 Tues.-Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

.
w

"'

~

The United Faculty of Florida is having a legislative reception today from
3 to 5 p.m. in the President's Dining Room. All are invited.

...

CURRY FORD. ROAD ....

Cf'

>

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

273-1313

"'

•

l~terested business majors are !lsked to attend the Ifelta Sigma Pi meeting
today at 7:30 p.m. Student Union Building Room 143. For more information call X-2153 or Ivan Trabal at 282-4853.

@REDKEN®

•••
There will be an organizational meeting to form a club for divorced people and single parents on Sept. 17 in the Administration B_uilding Room 282
from 12 to. 1 p.m, Bring a brown bag lunch .
I

,

•••
UCF's Surfing Club meets on Wednesdays and Thursdays at 3 p.m. in the
Student Organizations Lounge. Those interested in joining are invited to
attend. The club competes in a contest tomorrow at Playalinda Beach, ·
ramp 12, 7:30. a.m.

•••
The Central Florida Chapter of the Florida Engineering Society and
UCF' s college of engineering is offering courses for parts I and II of the
state's Professional Engineer exam.
Course studies cover engineering fundamentals and principles of practice.
Classes will meet on Mondays, beginning Sept. 21 at 6 p.m. in the
engineering building.
The exam is given in October and April. Interested perso~s should call
Dr. J. Paul Hartman ~ (305) 275-2 i'56

•

\

'

People
Two Orlando students, Susan Marie Houchens llnd Edwin Z.
Rodriquez, are among six UCF freshmen to be awarded President's Scholarships for the fall term.
Houchenf _graduated from Edgewater High School and plans to maj9r in ·
computer science.
Rodriquez graduated from Oak Ridge High School and also plans on majoring in computer science.
The UCF President's Scholarship program is a four-year award providing $450 in each of the spring and fall semesters. Eligible students must
•be enrolled full-time and maintain at least a 3.5 GPA .

•••

Dr. Beth Barnes has been appointed assistant dean of Undergraduate ·
Studies. Barnes is a former director of freshman composition at UCF and a
member of the State Level Essential Academic Skills Task Force." She
recently received her doctorate at the Univer~ity of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, based upon her work in satin· , thr R<'storation, and 18th
Century British literature.
·
Off ICE

One Two Fingers®Dorm Shi~t
Yours for S695

SUPPUES~:Baggett's

#\ff

SUPPLIES
CE

.S TATIONERS & GIFTS

It'll cover you up. It'll keep you warm. Besides, it
says you have good taste when it comes to Tequila.
Two Fingers. Order one up ... the Tequila and the
Dorm Shirt. Just fill out the coupon below and send
along $6.95 for each shirt. The rest is up to you.
Send check or money order to:
Two Fingers Tequila Merchandise Offer
P.O. Box 02609, Detroit, MI 48202
Please send me _ _ Dorm Shirt(s). I have enclosed
$6 .95 for each Dorm Shirt ordered.
Specify women's size(s): D Small D Medium
D Large D Extra Large
Name

I

Address
City
State

Zip

No purchase required . Allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery . Offer good in Continental
U.S. only. Void where prohibited by law
Michigan residents add sales tax . Offer
expires August 31 , 1982 .

© 1981. Imported and bottled
by Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc ..
Burlingame. CA. Tequila. 80 Proof.
Product of Mexico .

Two -Fingers is all it takes.

Welcome To The
Wonderful World
Of
Delta Delta Delta
We Love You!
Sisters
,
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Bumper

.to
bumper
a

"We'll probably always have parking problem to some extent," said
Richard Lavender, Facilities Planning
Project Manager.
The major problem appe~rs to be
funding, he explained. Financing for
new parking lots comes from monies
collected for annual parking stickers.
The next lot to be paved will be one
south of the Student Center and east of
the.new tennis courts. Funding should
be available for the new lot this fall,
Lavender said.

Pam Glmson/Future

by Dennis-Long
Future staff

An argument between two student
senators after last week's senate ·
meeting will be investigated by Stu- ·
dent Affairs, Dr. Levester Tubbs
told the senate Tuesday.
Tubhs, associate v-ice president of
student affairs, rarely speaks to the
full senate, but he asked the senate
to let the administration handle the
incident. He said any action by the
s~nate "would only add fuel to the
fire."

Administration
-.to investigate
Senators' action

The a_rgument broke out between
senators Natalie Cunningham and
·Kathleen Johnson in a restroom
after the Sept. 1 senate meeting.
Johnson had opposed a bill introduced by Cunningham which
provided funds to the UCF Gospel
Choir for new choir robes. The
Black Student Uni-on helped
organize the choir three years ago.
Johnson said .Cunningham accus-·
· ed her of racist motives in opposing
the bill and verbally harrassed her
·
during the mCident.
Cunningham said accounts of the

argument were exaggerated. She
said she and another member of the
Black Student Union approac.tied
'Johnson; they wanted her to. explain
"What ~as her problem with the
bill." Cunningham said Johnson
became very defensive and began
crying.
Cunningham said she believed
racism played a part in the senate's
treatment of the bill. "Originally I
was willing to give the benefit of the
doubt," she said. "But I have never
seen a bill treated like that bill was,
sen~te,page 15

T_he scientific approach to hair care.

Aristocrat

a
~\P

Auto Insurance Specialists
WE HELP YOU SAVE MONEY

\\D esigns

IM MEDIA TE BINDER

PHONE QUOTES

OPEN SATURDAY

1·339-9683

LOW PIP ~ATES
BETTY NEUMAN, AGENT

1121E. .HWY.436 , ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FLORIDA

FIND FAULT
WITHACHllD
LONG ENOUGH AND
HE'LLFIND FAUIT
WITH HIMSEl.F.

I

(Between Record Reef & Jewelry Store)
In University Square
Mon. &.Fri. 9-6 ·Saturday 9-4
Tues. , Wed., & Thurs. 9-8
Walk-Ins Welcome
671-HAIR (4247)

~

UCF KNIGHTS
HAPPY HOUR

Abused children are
helpless.
.
Unless you help.
Write: National Commi ttee for
Prevention of Chila Abuse.
Box 2866. Chicago Ill 60600

SATURDAY SEPT.12
4:00 pm • 6:30 pm
10:30 pm • 1:00 am

PITCHERS $2.50 MUGS 50¢
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

SELL AUDIO EQUIPME•T
AT YOUR COLLEIE
• No Investment!
• Professional Sales Help
Provided
•Incentive Programs! • Sell over 60 Top Brands!
•BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
Call or Write
Serious Inquiries ONLY!

(Good Luck To Coach Jonas, Merk, Rick, Scarg, Randy, Bob, Muff; Billy, Mik~, John, Todd, & The UCF Figtitlng Knights)

I
I '_
I
I
I
I
I

__________________________.;...____________________________________...:;.________.;....__

i

...-1~

--~~------~--"""'------~~~..----~~..---~~...ltllll"'!!~~""""'~~~. . . .~...'!'!!""!"""""""......."!"'!!'I!~~i

II\

1111--------------------------.------.-...--~.....:.--..........-__~..._...;...,....-.~.....~....lliliiiiii~~ii.ili....:;,;,,;;;..,~~
ii

i
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Choir

by Dave Mitchell

Norman the Armadillo
from page J

L&"T ·~ f~CE lT1 G0'1 ~ -f\RM~t>\L.t.0'5,
SN~~es, ~~l) WE"5EL.S

that the committee in charge of considering the bill had .changed its stance
several times before the bill was
presented to the Senate.

~~eN'T C~TE

l'\IE GOT ~ SOL.VT\ON/ LS\ ME
E}(fll\I~ l\ TO l.(OIJ - - W€.'L.\.
"JEAA 14-lESE C.Le'1eR. MMKS

~UST

ENoU6H

1. 'VE

R~~l)E~ .1

CON c.o c.:T SC

! ...

Burkett .said there was some confusion as to the BSU' s relationship to the
choir. "The choir js a separate entity
from the BSU," said Burkett.
However, some funding for the choir
has come from the BSU for the p·ast
three years. As a result, some senators
said they regarded the two groups as
affiliated organizations and therefore
· suggested the BSU subsidize the choir.

Student Body President George
Chandler said controversies between
the Student Senate and the BSU happen once a year, when the Senate Activity and Service Fee Comml~tee
reviews the campus organizations'
budget requests.

Forehand said, "It (the Senate's
discussions) got to the point where the
"They (BSU) think they're not getsubject was the BSU, and where the
S~nate tried to make the BSU give us · ting enough money, and some senators
think they're getting too much," he
$1,200 that the BSU did not have."

said.
Chandler speculated on why charges
of racism arose in the bill's debate. He
said, "possibly the BSU thinks the
Senate doesn't want to fund the BSU so
that black enrollment will rema i 11
low." On the other hand, he C(lntinued, perhaps senators don't th .nk
it's totally necessary to give a grciup
more than $15,000. The BSU presently operates on a budget of $14,500.

--------------------------,
CLJ.P A COUPON· & SAVE $$$ :

I

.

..

-

~'~

,. ,

ureh 11 nd concluded, "They
l.~ c..!!falors) wanted to get out of the
situation clean, and the choir didn' t
w<111t to hring up the issue again, so we
accept their help."
I·

.

THE HA.Ill SHOP
Precision Style Cut $7.00

I
I

It ha's always beep that big fight,".
Chandler said. "Some of the senators
cut funds for budgetary means. It's not
a matter of black or white," he said.

·..

.

I

WHILE YOU SUPPORT 1
YOUR CA~PUS :
PAPER. I

___________

..

.

Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)

lJNION PARK

282-1700

.
Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs.' til 8

...

MARKETPLACE
for sa e

help wanted

4 mies from UCF. Totally remodeled 2-bdrm. ·
home. Great investment! Call 277·6587 after Good flexible job for dependable students for
5 30 PM
custom cleaning service. Must have car & phone.
:
•
$3.5014.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for interview.
One washer and dryer. Very good condition.
Asking $125. cau 89a..3295.

Tutor in AnatomylPhysiology. Would prefer
.someone who studied under Mr. Garretson at
Tl59. with extra module, 2 years old, good con· Valencia. 2 hours per week, $5 per hour. Call Lin·
dition. $120 or best offer. Call 886-2828 M-F 6-8 da, 645•5808 after 6 PM.
·
PM, ask for Bob.
Are you having budget problems & looking for a
WATERBED - king; motionless - includes pedestal, way to earn money while attending college? If so,
bookcase headboard w/ attached nightstands & then here is an opportunity for you. Pleasant
work, advancement, & full or part-time available.
padded trim. Negotiable. Call 339-7004.
Start solving those budget problems today. Call
SUPER SLEEPER SOFA SALE - Used sofa beds - 677·5539.
good to excellent condition. $~9 ea. Call 3316124 or 851-2682 weeknights 6-9 PM & weeken- High pay, excellent working conditions. Yep,
that's what we all want. Until then, we're working
ds noon · 9 PM.
for the Future, UCF's most provocative student
By owner • Chickasaw Woods 312 home on quiet newspaper. Won't you join us? We have many
cul-de-sac. Great room, lg. kitchen wl pass·thru positions available for people · who can really
bar, 26.7 x 12 covered patio, fenced yard, ceiling write. Call 275-2601.
fans, fireplace. 12 .mi. to UCF. Assumable· 10%
mtg. $69,800. Call 273-6245 for info or weekend
WANTED
appt. .
Young male with van for part-time delivery. Call
78-5529 for information.
3 mobile homes· 1982's, brand new, i:iever been
lived in.
Free roo.m & % of gross to manage new 8-unn
14x54, 2-bdrm 1-bath, $8,000
motel in Oviedo. Two or more responsible studen14x56, 2-bdrm. 2·bath, $8,200
ts. Call 365-3648.
14x70, 3-bdrm. 2-bath, $11,000
Call Juan at 3&5-5709.
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS. Car-inv. value
$2143 sold for $100. For information on purchasing similar bargains, call 602-941·8014 Ext.
8587. Phone call refundable.
79 Datsun 280ZX silver with black int. Fully
equipped. Perfect condition. Call after6 PM, 6567274. $10,500.
Geneva, 3.7 acres, 4-br. 3-bath contemporary
cyprus & glass home. Access to Buck Lake,
exquisite hideaway w/ 2 verandas, vaulted ceiling,
Mexican tilr.d floors, fireplace, skylight. Owner
financing 1270. $150,000, Park Place Associates,
Realtors. 628-0700, 647-8317.
Bose speakers 901 with chrome stands, $875.
Kenwood 1030 cassette tape deck, $300. Call
671-0016 evenings.

. carpool
Share ride from Clermont or Winter Garden. I have
classes on MWF from 9-4. Call (904) 394-4852.

roommatP.s
Female needed to share 2-bdrm. 2·full bath apt.
$220/mo., includes all util. & groc. Available Nov.
1, possibly before. Call Lisa, .277-3879 after 6 PM
or weekends.
OR.LA~DO · share house, non·smoker, no pets, in
Cotomaltown area, near bus lines & shopping.
894-2336 eves & weekends.

Two rooms for rent in Azalea Park. $125 ea. & YJ
util. Share kitchen & bath. House at 436 & E/W
Exp. 282·5159.

One large bedroom with bath. Can be shared by
roommate or single man. Neat Hwy. 50 off Hwy.
436. Call 282-4589.
.

Rooms for rent. Share house & rooms. Kitchen,
washer. Very spacious, 4 openings. Only
$1001month. Call Tom 898-7948.

f()r rent .
2-bdrm. house w/ den, cent. heat & air, 15 min.
from UCF. $3001month. ist and last. Call Nancy
Wilson X2707.

273-5610

services
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

UNIVERSITY VILLAS
furnished & Unfurnished $235-$260
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall
. Open 7 Days

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's .
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921 .

typists

Gay ~ocial Se~ices of Central Florida offering
EXPERT TYPING: 22 , yrs. exp. Full time. Term le~al a~d medical referral, counseling, hot line
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction with trained members & special activities. For inof spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included. formation call 843-2750.
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.
Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and
the grade! Term papers, ·Thesis, Dissertations.
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done
on IBM Sel. II • 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 3656874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:30 PM.

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TEST,
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden·
tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725.
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours
a day: 422·0606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.

Typing specialist for students &··professors. IBM
& Turabian style. Nancy· 851-4489.

Typing servfoe available, 11 years experience.
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275·6257.
·
Profession~! typing. Accuracy and neatness will be
hard to beat. 20 years' experience including
dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc.
IBM typewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus.
Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275·2351.

Sten·o·Type
TYPING-WORD PROCESSING
Dissertation • Theses
851-5252
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES, FAST ACCURATE
TYPING, REASONAB'-E· RATES! 10% DISCOUNT
WITH AD. Paper supplied, editing if requested.
exp., full·time. Kathy's Typing Service. 56.8-~969.
Rat.es too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. e·xperience at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 6784360.
TYPING · Anything & everything. Very reasonable.
Call Holli. 677-5983 or 678-7311.

~oc

Gh(B·:
, . ·/7)1 .
·

.

C:::Lintc
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Professor·gets inside look at_Poland
hy Mike Griffin
Future staff

l he .:iudal problems facing Poland
are economically, rather than
politically motivated, according to
observations made by a UCF professor
who visited the nation last week.
Dr. John Riser, professor of
philosophy, attended the International
Conference on the Meaning of Life and
History last week in Warsaw. The conference was sponsored by the University of Warsaw and the Polish
Philosophical Journal, and was attended by philosophers from' around the
world.
"The purpose of the conference was
to share philosophical views through
the delivery of papers or writings,"
Riser explained. "It was virtually impossible, however., to exclude all conversation of ·the recent strikes and •turmoil in the country."
Riser described the conference attendees as intellectuals, and emphasized that his observations were based on
the opinions expressed by others.
"There was no representative of the

/'f'

\

1

·

Polish government and the topic of 90 These comments were rare, however."
"A cab driver I talked to said he
percent of the papers had little to do
thought the Soviet Union would help
with the problems in Poland," he said.
He also pointed out that the discuss1on Poland .through th~ crises," Riser added . The Soviet Union had planned to
was entirely free and uncensored.
Riser said that there was no real send a delegation to the conference but
movement in Poland to overthrow the canceled at the last minute, according
government. In fact, most intellectuals to Riser.
During his stay in Wa.rsaw, Riser
at the conference saw the government
as the only real hope for the solutions visited the central city only one~. The
to such problems as food shortages, conference itself was held just outside
· the city in a convention facility. Riser
high prices and inflation, he said.
All agreed that the economic pro- saw no signs of political unrest during
blems were severe but there was an op- his visit to downtown Warsaw.
"What I.saw were people waiting in
timistic, genera] . feeling that they
would be solved, Riser stated. The lines all over the city. The longer lines
professor talked with a variety of peo- appeared to be in front of markets or
ple, from the graduate student who groceries. Another visible sign of a
picked him up at the airport to poor ~conomy, or a lack of productiviphilosophers from both communist ty was the amount of uncompleted
construction · in the city. Some conand western natio~s.
struction·
sites were boarded up all
Riser said Soviet intervention did not
together,"
Riser said.
seem to be a prevalent fear of . the
The
only
criticisms of the Polish
Polish people. "The people seem to
gov.
e
mment
that Riser heard were
believe that the Soviet Union is a friend
simi!ar
to
those
common to governalthough some did use phrases like
'decentralizatiqn of the government' or ' ments everywhere, Riser said. "Many
'anti-Stalinism' which are code words felt that the government had lost touch
with the people, and that the
used to criticize the Soviet Union.

~

atthe

~

/"

WINTERPARKSWIMCLUB

Rent a Night for your Back-to-School Party!

Dr.John Riser

bureacracy had grown if' t 'J inefficiency," he said.
"I think a comment made by a
Bulgarian delegate to the conference
summed up Poland's problems quite
well, " Riser said. "The delegate said
that Poland's problems are hopeless,
but not serious."

l
I

Hwy.50JustWestOf AlafayaTr.

I

~

(Fairway Shopping Center)

.~

~

Pizzeria"+-- Ristoraqte
.

~

I'

7

/
'
_..,/)(' I I

///~.

~ailahle lot

. ,, · Cookouts &Alcohol Petmiffed

' , ./ .. / r

I

~~

Sororities & Fraternities Weleomet

ptkate evening patties:

. M-F & SUN.: 6 PM to 1AM

':A~·
/, <-<·~

2525 Cdy Way, Winter Park
Call for details: 628-4553

~

I

282-4242.

MoN.-THUR. u:oOAM-u:ooPM
~ FRI. & SAT. ll:OOAM·l:OOAM
i SUNDAY 1:00PM-10:00PM

I BEER&WINE .
~AVAILABLE

SATURDAY: 9 PM to 1AM

LARGE PIZZA
FOR
PRICE OF
MEDIUM
11 a.m. • 3 p.m.

EXPIRES:SEPT.17,1981

~ ~··~~~~~··~~..,...~......~.

BUZZ'S AUTO CEN~TER
10658 E. COLONIAL DR. UNION PARK

275-3951
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE.
CUSTOM MUFFLER EXPERTS.

COAST TO COAST

- --

OPEN 8AM-10PM
SAT. SAM-6.PM
MASTER CARD & VISA
TOWING SERVICE

Reconditioned Radiators in Stock
For Most Pauenger Cars

7416 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

Gourmet Specials
~

B"€ef

f'L.-eD ~~tt c:;t\ A ~ l,lt,. CV~ ~

Wint Tll~L-[W MU~~~ ~~,

Cheese Platters Salads Deli Sandwiches
Wines Beer

IUllCll'!
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

MASTER CHARGE•VISA•AMERICAN EXPRESS

10662 E. Colonial Dr.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE

Cf.lo1C£

"FREE" TRANSPORTATION
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After controversy,coac-h's contract not renewed
by Mike Griffin

which .upheld Hirsch's decision.
Additional problems arose when
women's athletic director Carmen PenThe contract of last year's women's nick benched Joan Hobgood for maktennis coach Jane Hirsch was not ing a disrespectful remark to Hirsch on
renewed this season, partially because· April 10. · Three merp.bers of the team
of the morale problems that plagued quit in protest: Hobgood said she had
the team according to Dr. John Goree, replied "Yes master" when Hirsch
administrative consultant to UCF reminded her of a special practice the
Athletics.
following day .
Hirsch and thew.omen's tennis team
Hobgood appea ed her case to UCF
were surrounded by controversy at the President Trevor Colbourn. Colbourn
.end of last year's season, primarily due appointed an independent ombudsman
to the dismissal of the team's top seed- to investiga~e Hobgood's dismissal. An
ed player, Jill Soderberg. Soderberg ombudsman- is a neutral · third person
was removed from the team on March used to settle disputes between two par28 for what Hirsch called ties. It was the first time such a posi"unsportsman-like .conduct both on · tion was utilized at UCF.
and off the court."
Kennedy ruled in favor of Hirsch
Soderberg maintained that the after Hobgood and other team·
dismissal was the res.u lt of a pe,rsonali- members admitted making. disrespect.ty conflict between she and flirsch.
ful remarks to the coach. · Kennedy's
The incident. sparked a player protest report, hO\·":'ever, acknowledged that
which eventually culminated in an ap- there were "mistakes made by both
peal to · the UCF Athletic Committee, parties involved."
Kennedy also
Futuresutf

reported that a severe lack of communication . caused the team's problems.
At that time Goree said the report
would be a factor in the renewal of
Hirsch's contract. It wa announced at ·
the beginning of the fall semester that
both the men's and women's teams
would be headed by coach Dan
Gladfelder.
Pennick said the decision not to
renew Hirsch's contract had nothing to
do with Kennedy's report. "We are
trying to move the teams together in an
effort to consolidate our programs for
financial reasons;"she said. .
However, Goree said, "It (the report) .
certainly was a factor," but not the only factor.
Goree stressed that tfirsch was not
fired. "It is not at ali unusual not to
renew the contract of an adjunct
coach,'; Goree said.
According to Goree, the teams were
consolidated because there . was not a

significant number of applicants to
fill Hirsch's position.
Both Soderberg and Hobgood have
returned to practice this season.
"There is no way I would have been
back out there if Jane (Hirsch) had
come back,"Soderberg said.
Soderberg added that the team's
morale last year was incredibly low.
Hobgood echoed Soderberg's.
rema_rks. "When you're on a scholarship you represent UCF. Morale is a.
key fa~tor in tennis because you can't
represent .your school if you' re having
a hard time getting yourself up for a
match," Hobgood said.
Also r~turning to this year's team are
Bridgett Pasqual and Jo ~fontcrieff.
"It's like the fami1y's back together
agai~," Soderberg said. .
She added that practice seemed more
"up" and productive this year. "Last
year .was rough with the appeals and
everything but it paid off," .Soderberg
said. "I think they won the battles but
we wonJhe war." ·

~und

campaign
nearing goal
Reaching toward an $850,000 goal,
the 1981 Annual Fund c·a mpaign at
UCF has passeq the halfway rr{ark
with more than $432,000.
The drive for private fund support ·
began in J ariuary under the direction
of general chairman Alan Starling.
Starling said the support from the
community has been growing. UCF
alumni, for-example, have contributed
more money in the first six months of
the year, ~37,rn7, than during all of
1~80, ac<:ording to chairman Jerry
McGratty .
.. Private support for UCF's. athletic.
program has reached $101,024," said
Gridiron Club president Dan Zaffran.
Since January of 1981, UCF has
received $1,332,103, with $500,000 of
that sum coming from private sources
to establish the · university's first endowed chaj r.

Senate Action ..
During the senate's Aug. 25
meeting, $10,000 from .Student
Government's unallocatecl reserve
was given to UCF's Office of Financial Aid to bolster its .s ho.rt- t r·rm
loan funding.
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II pizza palace II
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4908 Lake Underhill Drive

277-3452

I

I
.1
I

Orlando, Florida 32807
l(S. Conway Exit of the E/W Expressway) I

I COME DINE WITH us I
I
-AND RECEIVE A
I
I ·103 D1SCOUNT ON I
I ALL FOOD PURCHASES I
I
I
-(WITH COUPON)

I
I

Enjoy Your Fav~rite Cocktail
· In Our Lounge

I
I

.... _____________
BANQUET FACILITIES FOR 95 ...
CAMPUS GROUPS WELCOME
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Brian Auger, out of Oblivion
by Paul Gerardi
Future staff

· Remember those years when rock groups fused
together different idioms of music, said things with
their music, experimented and improvised, and on
the whole extended the boundaries of rock? Today
most of those grqups have disbanded, but now and
then a member of one of those progressive groups
surface and has a chance to rise again from obscurity .
Brian Auge~ is one of those people. In the years
betweeP- 1964 and 1974, London-bred Auger was
one of the pioneers in the fusing of rock and jazz with
his groups Steampacket and Oblivion Epress .
Auger, whose roots are in jazz, was known internationally with Steampacket and then sunk into
obscurity after the Oblivion Express broke-up.
Now Auger is back with a new group, a new album, and a new record label. The group is called
Search Party. The album, "Planet Earth Calling,"
was recently released on Headfirst Records (MCA)
and is a digital master recording.

The six cuts on the album are all very powerful
and have a jazz-rock flavor . Five of the six cuts are
instrumental tunes that are lengthy and compararable to' the current 'material of Jeff Beck, JeanLuc Ponty, and Jan Hammer although its not quite as
heavy or metallic.
The instrumental tunes feature improvisational
solos by Auger on keyboards and Ho Young Kim
(who sounds amazingly like Jeff Beck!) on guitar.
'Tm Gone," the lone vocal tune-sung by
· Auger-is a medium tempo two-chord rocker.
The personnel of Search Party is all virtual
unknowns with the exception of Auger, but all are
fine musicians. The band is a quartet but Auger's
keyboards make it sound larger and fuller.
"Planet Earth Calling" proves that technical virtuosity in the rock idiom is not dead and that rock artists can still play tasteful improvisational solos.
The sad thing is that most radio stations won't
touch the album with a ten-foot pole.

(Paul Gerardi is Music Director at WUCF-FM.)

Brian Auger

~Cujo' curbs enthusiasm for King's writing
By Lee Elliott
Entertainment editor

Stephen King's
new novel starts o~t promisingly
enough. The protagonist is Cujo, a 200
pound St. Bernard who is rabid and
possibly possessed by the spirit of
rapist-strangler Frank Dodd from
King's earlier work, "Th~ Dead Zone."
The township . of Castle Rock (again
from "The Dead Zone) seems to be on
the verge of nervous · collapse. People
find their lives in crisi~ and react with
uncustomary rage. It's also the hottest
summer on record.
Could Stephen King, the man who
rekindled that dread of the dark,
deliver anything less· than a chilling.
terl y gripping suspense story?
Yes. "Cujo" is remarkably arid work
in the King style, but without the expected intensity and richness of texture. ·The characters are so vacuous, so
familiar, so two-dimensional, that it is
difficult to care abo'ut them.

Little Tad Treadwell (another in a ting to a little girl vomiting blood. Is it
long line of King',s precocious, plague? Vampirism? Poison? No, it's
psychically gifted pre-schoolers) wor- harmless red dye in the cereal Tad's
ries about the "thing" in his closet. daddy has been promoting.
Tad's mother worries about her spurThe jest made, the little girl fades
n<'d lover . Tad's Father wmrit•s about
mercifully out of the story and is, as
a difficult ad account. Bret wants to
King might ominously put it "never
know why his dog is acting peculiar .
seen aga,in.,,
Somewhere in the middle of the narKing's sense of timing is as masterful
rative, King loses his grip. Tad rnd his
as e.ver, but the material is hardly the
mother are trapped in their stalled car
stuff of which cliffhangers are made.
by a raging rabid dog, and King leaves
He works better with illusions on a
them there for a long, grisly 150 pages.
Not only is the tale dull, but King's grand scale, scenarios so remote from
sty1e has taken on a tinge of self- real life that the reader willingly
p~rody. "Cujo" is formula .~ork. At suspends disbelief. In "Cujo" the
one point, King knowledgably plays events are so prosaic that one has time
o.ff of the readers' expectations by cut- . to study King's technique and -find it

7

lacking.
You don't get a feel for personalities
when King habitually dispenses tidbits
of personal information (i.e. fear of impo ten c'e, satyriasis, excessive
flatulence) instead of honest character
development.
.
Another of King's devices is getting a
little long in the tooth. He once used
foreshadowing with a light, knowing
hand-and it worked. Now that he's
apparently knocking off bestsellers in
his sleep, that old "and they were never
.seen alive again''. hook serves as a coda
to almost every chapter.
But if it worked well before(Tha twas the last they saw of)
It.should work well forever(He never saw ~is horn~ ag,a in)
And who's going to argue with
movie rights? paperback sales? and the
top of the bestseller lists?
(And the booty count continues!)

("Cujo" was available courtesy of B.
Dalton, Bookseller, Fashion Square.)

••

•,

'Freeway'-unmoving violation, 'Right Track' enjoyable
by Tom Zambrano

By Jim Abbott

Future staff

Future staff

Director· John ("Midnight Cowboy") Schlesinger's new film ' "Honky Tonk
Freeway," lacks purpose or direction . With an over-abundance of characters
and subplots, one never really gets caught up in the story. No cause for alarm
though. There isn't much of a story to get caught up in. in the first place.
- "Freeway" is about a small Florida town whose tourist industry is threatened
when it is denied exit ramp from the newly constructed frt•eway'. In order to
draw tourists, the mayor (William Devane) decides to paint the town pink, open a
Safari park and promote a water-skiing elephant.
.
Som<' good nctors are wasted in this I ightweighl c:rn1wcl~" Beau Bridges,
Terri Garr, and Howard Heissman can't elevate this silly story to ·a respectable
level. There are some serious moments in this film, as when an elderly man
pleads with his wife to seek h~lp for her drinking problem.
.
Then there's a nymphomaniac (Beverly D' Angelo) who is determined to fulfill
her mother's last wish by spreading her ashes along Miami Beach.
She meets up with Bridges falls in love with him, then ends up having a
quickie with Heissman in an utility closet.
All the relationships in the film end up in confusion, the one exception being a
novice nun (Debra Rush) who, tired of the harsh demands placed on her by her
Mother Superior (Geraldine Page) decides to leaw the church and take up•with a
smooth talking hustler to. become a hooker. What next?
The film has <l fair amount of humorous moments. A few running gags are a
bit tedious.
Tidaw is a<:tuall~· Mount Dora, so thP film should do we'll thC're. As for the rest
of the country, .. Honk~· Tonk Fn•pway·· is a flop.

"On the Right Track" starring Gary Coleman in his first feature role, is a slightly predictable but enjoyable storybook-type fantasy.
The story revolves around Lester, a 10-year-old boy who sleeps in a luggage·
locker at a train station and has an uncanny knack for picking the triples at the
local racetrack.
.
.
·
Lester lives in the station because he is afraid to venture out into the pollution,
crime and greed of the big city.
.
He is befriended by Jill (Lisa Eilbacher), a coin-changer at the station's arcade
and Frank (Michael Lembeck), a Juvenile Services Officer. Together, Jill and
Frank try to convince Lester to come out of hiding and use his talents to improve
the city.
·
Coleman, best-known for his role in TV's "Different Strokes," is ideally suited
for the part of Lester. His energy, charm and effervescent personality help to
make the film more real and draw the audience into the story. Norman Fell also
deserves recognitioti for his protrayal of the politically motivated mayor.
Other than Coleman and Fell, the acting in the film is only mediocre. There
are several good scenes though, such as when Lester has his clothes stolen by a
mugger and must ride the subway back to the station wearing a large cardboard
box.
"On the Right Track" cannot hope to compete with the high-budget
Hollywood blockbusters of the s1.immer season and may be a failure at the box offit;t.'. but it is an entertaining, film for both youogster.s and the yqung ~t heart.
I
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Off-beat writers wanted
Have you always wanted to write? Does watching "Lou Grant" give you
an indefir..iable yearning? Have you ever read a review or article and thought
to yourself, "I cmdd have done better"?
.
Maybe you can. There's no better proving ground than among the elite
corps of the Libra Drive Irregulars. The Irregulars are a dedicated and large. ly overlooked group of major 20th Century talents doomed to obscurity in the
back pages of the Future.
We write reviews of new films, new records, local plays and. art shows. We
interview fascinating people and go to outlandish places like)ovely urban Intercession City-;
We all have something in common: yve Hke to write.
.
Why do we need y_ou? The entertainment field covers a wide spectrum of
wonderful things to do and see. You don't have to be a journalism major.
We want art majors, english majors, engineering majors, S & M. freaks ... in
.short, almost anyone with something to say.
Applicants must speak the language and have guts, creativity, stamina and
an·other source of income.
Call Lee at 275-2601 today!

etc.
Are you having a meaningful rela'tionship
with your Rubik's Cube? Let the world know.
Ideal Toys. is sponsoring the International
Rubik's Cube competition with the closest
regional competition in Atlanta on Oct. 10. ·If
your solution tii;ne is truly competitive (1 min.
10 sec. dr better) we'd like to help you puzzle
out a way to· Atlanta. Call the Future office at .
2601 for more information.
· The Art Center at Maitland presents
"Umbrellas," a show of artwo~k featuring
guess what crs its theme. The show begins with
a reception fro.in 2 to 4 p.m. on Sunday, Sept.
13 at the gallery at 231 W. Packwood Drive in
Maitland. Call 645-2181 for more information.

The SC Cafeteria is gearing up fo; "Mexic~n
Night" an evening of mariachi music by Los
Bandidos and spicy cuisine by the cafeteria
staff . . Sept. 16, in the SC cafeteria, starting
time 5 p.m. Don't drink the water.

The exhibits "Edward Hopper: The Early
Years" and "Tum of the Century American Art"
begins Sept. 13 with. a reception from 5 p.m. to
7 p.m. at the Cornell Fine Arts Center at
Rollins ·c ollege.
·
"Recharge'' is the name of the show at the
Art Gallery, 324 Park Avenue N. in
Winter Park. The show includes painting,
drawing, and ceramics by local artists. Hours
are Tuesday through Saturd~y 11 a.m. to 4
-_p.m.

"The Amazing Kreskin" will perform his
mind-bending feats -of extra-sensory perception
at Valencia's East Campus on Friday, Sept 25
at 8 a.m. Tickets are $6. For more information,
call 299-5000, X-3368. Or you can wait for the
"Mr. Fingers" show in our own Stud.ent·Center
Auditorium on Oct. 8 at 8 p.m. The ·s c pr~
mises a "magic evening of humor and mentalism."

Cre~tive

"Private Landscapes," an exhibit of silk
screens and lithographs by Richard Steinmets
1
and Ken Kerslake begins. Sept. 14 in the UCF
· Art Gallery, FA 305.

Would a chunk of $14 ,000 in prize money
change your mind about entering the Winter
Park Sidewalk Art ·Festival? Applications for
the show are ·available now at the Winter Park
City Hall, or by writing the Winter Park
Chamber of Commerce at P.O. Box S97,
Winter Park, 32790. Call Becky_ Farmerie at
645-0938 H or 422-151 S Bfor more info

NEl;D AUTO:INSURANCE?
You need to call ...
898-2454

·waterheds
Complete With Frame

*74.95 (Reg. *-79.95)
With Student l.D.
~78-1_
951 Aorida waterhed corporation 2457 ALOMA

Take the Express route

to -w ork. .

No pedals c:nd an automatic clutch
make this Honda Express easy to ride
Great mile.age and a low pr1re make 11
easy to afford
$435.00

.·

Express®SR
It's a stylish new Express with an ea y
electri c starter and plush ~eat $598.00

Honda of Orange County
6436 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, Fl.
Phone: 277-6880
Hours:.8:30-5:30 Tues.-Sat.

_ .

HONDA
Bl
FOLLOW THE LEADER

.
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Drills, Spills and Thrills

'81 Outlook
Knight schedule this year
seen as touihest ever
by Elizabeth ·Perkins
Fublre staff

The UCF football team has come a
long way since its first kickoff against
St. Leo in 1979. That's to be expected
of a squad that has been on the field.for
two years.
As the team gradually upgrades
itself, the schedule is upgraded. The
1981 campaign is the toughest to date.
Out of ten games on the schedule,
fiv e schools a re Division III, the same
as UCF. Fqur are Division II and to
close out the year, UCF will play a
Division I-AA school in cross-state
rival Bethune Cookman College Nov.
21. According to associate head coach
Sam Weir, "in Division III competition, our schedule is second ·to none."
Four of the teams on the schedule,
Presbyterian, Miles, Millsaps, and
Savannah State, all have played the
Knights at one tim€ during UCF's
short football history.

Brian LaPeter/Future staff

Reciever
Jim
·R oundtree
hopes
reach as high as he does for this pass

the

Knights

will

The challenging schedule can be attributed to the growth of the school
and the greater ability and 'quality of
players. Even thm.igh half of the teams
on the schedule are in a higher
classification, Weir has high expectations for his squad.

"Barring injuries in key positions,
we should come out with a minimum
of a 6-4 record," said Weir. But he adde~. "We ·will take one game at a
time."
Coach Weir feels that the Knights
are evenly matched ag<!..n~t Miles College, who UCF lost to 8-7 last season,
Savannah State, who crushed UCF
44-0 in 1980 and newcomers
Millersville State College, Alabama
A M and West Georgia, a school UCF
has competed against only in bas~et
ball.
The Bethune Cookman .game could
be the biggest for the Knight program.
Besides being the last game of the
season, UCF hopes to tum this game
into a season rivalry.
The players of UCF know what their
up against for the campaign, says
Weir. "The. players know they will
have to 'be in good shape to keep up
with the people on the field."
UCF set attendance records the first
two years of Knight football and with
the high caliber of teams coming into
the Tangerine Bowl in ·1981 the
coaches and players are looking for a
lot of support from the UCF community as they push toward the Division II
ranks.

Injuries could shape season
by Marty 1' ishn
Future St.tt

When coaches talk about the things it takes to win foot. ball games, there is one thing they always mention before
spectacular receivers, quick backs; and hard-hitting
linemen--healthy players.
That, they say, is the key to starting a team on the road
to a winning season. Ironically though, it is during the
grueling pre-season practice sessions that the majority of
disabling injuries occur.
UCFathletic trainer Ron Ribaric has been very busy
these past few weeks seeing to it that the Knights make it
through those practices in one piece.
"Even though it doesn't look like it, we didn't have an
unusual pre-season," said Ribaric . " There have been the
usual bumps and bruises and a few mor~ serious things,
but it really hasn't been b.ad. The team is in pretty good
shape right now. "
Although the bruises have begun to heal, for a while the
Knights' pre-season camp looked more like a M.A.S .H.
unit than a football training site. ·
The most serious injury, in both severity and loss to the
team happened to starting tight end Mike Carter on the
first day of fall practice. Carter twisted his knee badly,
tearil)g some already damaged cartilage, requiring immediate surgery.
With the aid of a special camera, doctors located the
precise area of the tear before operating, making the incision much smaller than otherwise would have been
necessary. Since the operation, Carter has progressed
remarkab~ and is expected to be back in the lineup in the
nt"tt few ~eeks.
Newcomer Jerry Nemethy is also out indefinitely with a ·
- similar knee problem. Nemethy. slatt.>d to play in the

defensive end slot, sustained a sprained ligament in his
knee during one of the Knights' pre-season scrimmages.
Ribaric said Tuesday that Nemethy would not be ready for
Saturday's game, but would be back in the next few weeks .
The whole offensive unit wa-s in for a major scare two
weeks ago in a full-contact scrimmage at Showalter Fieldy
when starting quarterback Bob Burkhart was racked up
on a bruising tackle by freshman Darrell Rudd. Burkh<ut,
who has had operations on both knees because of hard hits
in simila.r scrimmage games, ·was badly shaken . on the
play. He was helped off the field and sat out the rest of the
practice. Luckily, Burkhart was more shaken than hurt
and is now' in excellent health.
Another starter·, linebacker Eddie James, suffered a
sprained ligament in his back in practice two weeks ago.
James is 1isted as a doubtful starter for the .Presbyterian ·
game, but is expected to see limited action.
. Starting tackle Ed Gantner has had mor~ than his share
of problems over the last few weeks. First, a punctured ear
drum put him on the sidelines for more than a week. Gantner was cleaning his ear with a Q-Tip when it punctured
the eardrum. Doctors kept him out of practice for more
than a week in an effort to avoid infection. After being
- back at practice for only a few days, Gantner is once again
on the side-lines with bruised ribs. As of last Tuesday, all
indications w.ere that Gantner would see little action in
Saturday's game. The fin.a l determination will be made
prior to the game.
All things considered, the 1981 Knights will be a fairly
healthy team : when they step out onto the turf at the
Tangerine Bowl Saturday night. By the~ it will be· up to
the spectacular receivers, quick backs, and hard-hitting
linemen to set the wheels in motion for an opening game
win.

Inside
Up close look .at Don Jonas
and Sam Weir

....

Entire 19 81 Schedule

•••
UCF assistant .coaches

•••
Look at Presbyterian College
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Sam Weir: a winner work·s for Knights
b~·

Vince Cotroneo

Sports editor

Brian LaPeter/Future staff

Sam Weir's winning ability got the Knights interested.

lt!s revenge UCF'.s
after with Blue Hose
by Vince Cotroneo
Sports editor

When the coaches of UCF decided
on the season opener for their football
Knights, one thing 111:ust hav~ been on
their minds: revenge.
The team that will line up against
UCF tomorrow night in the Tangerine
Bowl will be Presbyterian College.
The same Presbyterian College that
crushed the fighting Knights in 1979
48-0.
"These guys might have some in- .
juries but the one thing we do have going for us is that Presbyterian beat us
48-0," said Sam Weir. "Our guys are
ready to change things around."

Nicknamed the Blue Hose,
Presbyterian hails from Clinton, South
Carolina.
The s.chool has 5,000
students and is a member of the NAIA,
which means spring practice for the
team.

Last year's squad ended the season
with a 4-7 record, and the 1981 campaign is expectP-d to be a re~uilding
year, something Don Jonas knew
about.

it's something of a rivalry, ·they are a
young team.· If we execute well to win
this game."

When Don Jonas hired Sam Weir as
associate head coach of UCF football ,
he picked himself a winner.
Sam Weir joined the UCF staff after
a very successful high school coaching
career in Central Florida. In his. last
high school stint, Sam was named
1980 District 4A-9 Coach of the Year
while at Lake Howell. Aside from
Lake Howell, Weir had successful
years at Evans, where he won two
Rotary Howls, Lake Brantley and
Lakeview High School, his first
Florida job b~.ck in 1973. So after
building a strong reputation in the
high school .ranks, why move to UCF?
"It's a new challenge," said Weir.
"Coach Jonas has gotten this program
off to a fantastic start. I see a whole lot
of great opportunities here (at UCF) for
the program to grow very fast. I hope
to be here a long time." Not only is
Sam a winner on the sidelin~s, but he
was a winner when he donned a
helmet.
· Weir was named Arkansas . High
School All-State quarterback in 1959
after leading his team to 30 straight
victories. Sam moved up into the college ranks to Arkansa~ State. After
four years of playing quarterback,
Weir was a Little All-American.
The opportunity that comes to ·few
was a reality for coach Weir. 'He
played wide receiYer in the old· Continental Football League for
Charleston then in 1965 Sam was
drafted by the Houston Oilers of the
old AFL. One year lattr he signed as a
free agent with the New York Jets.
Closing out a playing career of 1s·
years, Sam played his final· four years
in a CFL uniform for the Orlando Panthers as a wideout. Guess who threw
the passes to Weir? None other that
Knight head coach Don Jonas.
Like any other coach, Weir is
thankful of his playing time. "The key.
thing is experience at different posi-

tions," said Weir, UCF's offensive
coordinator. "You can relate to the
football players and show them how it
should be done. With that experience,
hopefully we can execute enough to
win."
After directing high school players
since 1973, the move into college football ~eans a jump in the caliber of
athlete.
"There are guys on this team that
can play Division I," says Weir. "The
athletes in college are more mature,
more physical and have more experience. We'll need that experience
for our schedule.
Sam knows it will take more than hi~
hard work to make a program sue~
cessfu.I, it will take long hours from the
assistant coa.ches. That's something
Weir has on his side.
"These guys want to put on a first
class . program," says Weir of his
assistants. "We will do whatever possible to win. We are a close knit group.
We will win together and lose
together."
With a winner like Sam Weir on
UCP's side, the Knights coa~h.es and
plr;iyers should be enjoying the winning
side more than ·the losing side, and you
can thank Don Jonas for bri'hging Sam
to the program.

1981 Foot
Sept. 12 Presbyterian*
Sept. 19. Elizabeth City St.*
Sept. 26 Millsap~
Oct. 3 Miles
Oct. I 0 Savannah State *

*

* Homt

Presbyterian head coach Cally Gault
lost six startera on offense and six on
defense. The lack of experience could
be the major stumbling block for the
Blue Hose as they operate out of the
varied "T" offense.

Date: Sept.12
Time: 7 :00 p.m.
Site: Tangerine Bowl
Weather: partly cloudy
Attendance: 15,000
expected

The ,ve.terans of the offense are in the
interior line. Center Frank Kuba had
guard Larry Owens leclci the squad.

UCF will have to stop the -ground
control game of the Blue Hose while
establishing one of tht>ir own. Back in
1979, Presbyterian rolled up over 300
yards on the ground against UCF.
"We knew they lost key men in key Their defense held the Knights to under
positions," said Jonas. "Even though SO yards.

Brian LaPeter/Future staff

This is the man chosen to lead UCF into 'hattle with Preshvtcrian.
Freshman quarterhack Mike Wood gets the n<>d in game one:

Stereo 90 will broadcast the game INe
beginning with a special pre·game show at
6:30.
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Jonas' attitude keeps Knights lighting
by Marty fii.,hc·r
Future Staff

,· ,0~ 1 Jonas is a believer.
He is a man who believes strongly in
himself, his family, the community he
lives in, and in plain, old-fashioned
hard work .
In less than three years he has taken
the confidence of an optimistic university president, added his own stubborn
pPrsistent, never-say-die attitude and
produced a winning football program
from the ground up. .
Three years ago many people in Central Florida laughed at Jonas' goal of
!->ringing major college football to
Orla~do. They said Jonas and UCF
President Trevor Colbourn were
dreamers, that the program would
never get off the ground. But today,
after logging countless hours of work
toward his goal, Jonas bas begun to
make believers out of them all.
"There will always be those people ·
that don 't believe in what we're trying
to do," said Jonas. "But over .the years
I ·t hink we've convinced a few people
that we're for real and that we're
serious about what we're trying to do.
We'il just hav.e to continue educating
them about the importance of a program like ours to the university and the

I Schedule
*

Oct. 17 Alabama A&M
Oct. 31 West Georgia v
Nov. 7 Hampden Syndey
Nov. 14 Millersvile St.
Nov. 21 Bethune Cookman

*
*
*

Away

~------------------')
Knights staff
works hard
tor ·success

. the c~mmunity . Eventually they'll
come along with us ._
"I gambled when I took this job. I
w_as fortunate because I got in on my
terms where there wasn't the
phenomenal pressure to win at all
costs. The person that got the job I
eventually got had to be somebody the
community could identify . with and
rally around. Over the years, th~ough
my successes I've gained the respect of
community leaders here. I believed in
tliPm and they've believed in me."
Jonas' belief in the community and
his football program have netted him
very (ew financial ~ewards. After
working the .first sea'son as the full-time
volunteer coach, Jonas was officially
hired last year and put on the universi_ty payrnll. But he's not in it for the
money.
"You never get paid monetarily for
the time and energy you put into .
coaching," .said Jonas. "When you see
us play on Saturday night you only see
a fraction of th€ effort everyone 'involved with the team has given. There's no
way in the world you can imagine the
time that is put in. The endless hours.
and hours and hours.
"I just love it <:\ll. When I was a
young kid and just started playing ball
't here were people who took time out of ,
their lives and molded me the right
way. I couldn't have accomplished all
that I have done without those people.
This way I feel I am repaying those
hours, and, at the same time, keep
these kids headed in the right direction.
You can't evaluate this in money, but I
get it back in more important ways."
As the program has grown and .progressed over its short existence, Jonas
has remained remarkably consistent in
his approach to his coaching duties.
"My philosophy is to develop young
men, to have them improve and produce what they are capable of doing,"
said Jonas. "I want them to acqmplish
what they ~a{}t out of life. My
philosophy is also a winning one, arid ·
it's not only being a winner on the
score boa rd that counts. There's

Brian LaPeter/Future staff

Dori Jonas begins his third year as head coach of tl1e Knights. Will it be the last in
DIVISION III?
nothing nicer· .th.a n to take a young time: When he's not coaching football,
man and see him make himself the best he's talking · football and what it all
he can be.
means to himself and Cenfral Florida.
"I really believe that the values we
"Not a lot of schools could have
teach carry over into other parts of
I ife. It gives the ·k,ids something to do. done what we have a~compHshed here.
When they're playing they really don't And all that is just the hairlj~e of what
have much time for anything· else can be accomplished at the university .
"I believe in what I've done in my
b~sides school. I think a lot of'the procareer
and in what I still can do. I
blems in our society come from people
know
we've
still got a long way to go."
na ving too much idle time."
For Jonas, being a believer is a
Jonas has never had the luxury of
wor-rying about having too much idle 24-hour job.

b"· Vince Cotroneo
s~• ectttOf'.

As the fightmg Knights program progresses into its
third year, the Kmght assistant coaching staff- makes
up in enthusiasm what it lacks in time at UCF.
Don Jonas and Sam Weir are flanked by eight
assistants, three of which have previous experience
with the Knights as either players or coaches .
.Tom Murphy: Murphy has the most experience on
the staff, starting his third year with the offensive
line. Known as a tough coach, Murphy played in the
1967 Rose Bowl for Purdue University. Currently he
works• as dean of students at Lake Brantley~
Tod Goodyear: Tod was an original member of the
fighting Knights back in 1979 as a tight end.
Goodyear is in his second year of coaching at UCF,
handling the linebackers.
Mike O'Shaunessy: Last season's"Most Spirited
Play~r" joins the staff after playing the first two
years of Knight football at defensive end . His tenaci. ty from the field will be shown to the offensive line.
~Richard Amman: One of the five newcomers, Amman will work with the interior lineman of UCF.
Amman played for FSU in the early 70s and was
drafted by the Dallas Cowboys.
Reggie
Forbes; Reggie starts his first _ear
" coaching · the '. receiwrs ·after seven years with
·Umatilla High School .. Reggie lettered fdur ~·ears at

Brian LaPeter/Future Staff

The Fighting Knight coaching st~ff. Kneeling, head coach D~n Jonas and associate head coach, Sam Weir. ·
ldt to right. Mike O'S~aughnessy. Bob Kessler. Tod Goodyear. Reggie Forbes, Richard Amman, Tom Murphy,
Fra_nk Parker and Phil Richart .
Albany State (GA) in football.
Bob Kessler: Kessler works with the defensive
backfield in 1981. Bob lettered iri four sports while
in college and worked .with Sam Weir at Lake
How~'ll High School.

over from his successful years at Lake Howell.
Parker handles the defensive ends for UCF. He was
all-conference in football at Concord College.
Phil Richart: The offensive backfield will b~ lhe
primary responsibility in the Knight program.
Played both w~ys at the Uniyersity of Louisville and
Frank Parker: Frank is the other •·c~ach Weir brought won the Johnny Unitas .award. for attitude.
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SPORTS
Bragging rights on line for ·women's soccer
b~·

Elizabeth Perkins

Future sbff

To~morrow the UCF Women's Soccer team will host its first match of the
season against Frisch's Soccer Club of
Tampa .

Although the game is officially billed
as exhibition, to Coach Jim Rudy and
his team, it is a contest to see who is the
best team in th~ state. The rivalry was
sparked last year when a three game
series left the Lady Knights with a on~
win, one loss, and one tie that went into double overtime. Even though this
game will be one of the squad's
toughest, Rudy is · confident about
·saturday's confrontation. "We should
do well," he said. "We should win."

P•m Glmson/Future
,
W omens.soccer action gets underway at home at 4 p.m. tomorrow.

Frisch's Soecer Club is not a team to
·be taken lightly, even in exhibition. °It
boasts many titles which include Suncoast Soccer League Champions and
th~ee -time State Amateur Champions.
Last year they qualified as one of the
top eight clubs in the Women's Championships. Rudy speaks of Frischs' midfielder Sue Johnson and Stacie Enos,
afong with goal keeper Sue Synder as
being "outstanding" and tough . to
beat.

Because Saturday's game is the first
real match before the regula_r collegiate season starts, it will give the ·
coaches a chance to see the team in action. "This will let us know how. much
pressure they (the players) can take."
said Rudy.
After th_ree weeks of practice, Rudy
feels the squad is ·prepared. "We are
pretty solid everywhere," he said.
"We have a hard defense." He citeo
one weakness as being "not well
played as a unit."
Tomorrow's game will[, one worth
wa.t ching. The women's soccer team
will have ti · vvnrk hard to win this one.
Freshman g.1,d,, Mary Varas, expressed, "I feel cont1dent, the team is good.
We will win." Coach Rudy promises,
'"a hard hitting game with some
serious excitement."
. Matchtime is 4 p.m. at the UCF soccer complex.

•••
Coming off a 3-0 win over Florida
Atlantic, the men's soccer team will
host the University of Florida at 5:30
today,. Saturday, the Knights will host
Florida State at 2 p.m.

LaBar finally ge.ts the help ·he needs
a part of UCF. He was top teacher in media from around the country.
the journalism department of Penn
"Alot of people ·don'.t realize
fut1n St.tt
State before two things attracted him ev~rything that goes along with this
Sports Jnto rmat1ua Director Neil
to Florida.
job: In fact, I would think that it's one
Labar has been a man in need of help.
"The weather of Florida was one of the most important jobs on campus.
Since taking the position in 1977,
reason for leaving Penn State," said Sports teams and the spqrts informaLabar has been the only · full-time
Ken.
"I always wanted to go to tion department can make a name for.
Florida. The ad was in the paper for a university on a national level."
member of .the department responsible
for compiling statistics, averages,
the professor position so I applied."
Now that he has been given help in
Labar, who previously had ·been pouring over ·the athletic program at
scores, and press_ releases for the 15
sports director at Florida -State and · UCF, Labar can get to doing things he
varsity UCF athletic teams.
Maryland is no newcomer to the coi.- has had to -pass on in favor of more
Early- this summer, the UCF adlege sports scene. Besides his positions pr~ssing duties.
ministration came to Labar's aid and
as sports information dii:ector, Labar
hired former director of informatiqn
has also worked as sports director for a
services Ken Sheinkopf alongside
"In my four years here I haven't-acDaytona Beach radio station. After a
Labar promoting the Knight Sports
15 year break away from college
teams through press r.eleases and.other
sports, Labar applied and was appublications. Sheinkopf's hiring will
pointed as the · first full-time SID for
allow Labar more time to concentrate
on keeping up with the superhuman Florida Technological University.
task of keeping statistics for the over
"[ just love college sports," . said
300 athletic events on the UCF calen- Labar. "When I took the job I knew it
dar.
was a' very big job for just one person.
Sheinkopf is ~ot a newcom~r to Professional sports are m•ecled bu~
UCF. He has been with the university
the. 've been hurt by strikes and
since 1972, coming in as an assistant
lawsuits. In co lleg(' you don't have
communications professor.
that. College sports are very refreshing
In 197 4, Sheinkopf was named · to watch."
Under Labar's leadership, the UCF
director of the Department of University DeveJopment. After getting that off sports information department has
the ground, Sheinkopf has since begun been presented with. five national
the UCF Report, a weekly . newspaper awards for excellence in sports media
for UCF faculty and the Emphasis, a guides by the College Sports Informabi-monthly magazine for alumni. The tion Director's Association (CoSIDA).
Emphasis won national acclaim last In 1977, UCF wa~ awarded first place
in the nation in Division II for its soc
year.
cer
guide.
Just a couple of y~ars ago, Sheinkopf
. gr()WP S<. ! l·
As
tl1t' uni\ "rsit~
and Labar were working out of the
the
r
·sponsibiliti1
placed upon
same department. "In 1979, Sports' InLabar'
shoulders
formation was under Information Ser.. 1k S<'l'<ll1cl
vices," said Sheinkopf, now director of List~ · .tr . th(' so·
\\'hil<'
di<'
football
program
sold a:t nil
prornotion for the University. "I saw
horn<'
g<1nws
took
fifth
in
the
countn· The team. of sports information director
that Neil has a lot of ta lent. I think we
for
Di\·ision
IIr
sc:hools.
otin~
for the director Ken ' Sheinkopf combine their
work well together."
,1,,ards
is
done'
h'
n1<·111IH'
r
-.
<> f llw program.
It was unusual the w<1y Ken bec~rnw

by Marty I' ishn

complished nearly what I'd like to do.
There .are a lot of things that I hope to
be able to get to now. There are a lot
of things that have gone undone that
really need to be done.
"At Alabama, for example, Bear
Bryant has -made them - into a
nationally recognized university.

"I accepted the job with all of the
work and _long· hours knowing it all
·ahead of time. Having something to
strive for is what makes this job fun ."

Neil LaBar (left( and sports promotions
talents to tell all of the UCF athletic
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Cisco's: tine food
good service

Cisco'q .ife at 3552 E. Colonial , offers reasonably priced Mexican food
Are you tired of looking for
that is as tasty as the decor is in.happiness? No matter what
teresting.:
_
you do, fulfillment con only
W e arrived on a Saturday night at
be found in Jesus Christ .
6.:30 p .m . and were immediately
He wants you to know Him
seated. As we were. looking at the
personally. Come and·
menu .the attractive decorations quicklearn how great life can
ly caue;ht our eye. Clay pottery; color""·-~--- be! Tuesdays at 7 p.m . . ful
c~wboy hats, spurs and horse saddles surrounded us. Hug hangings and
The Rock House
black-and-white pictures of gauchos
Youth Ministry of Calvary .Assembly
.
were hung on stucco wa !ls .
1199 Clay Street. Winter Pork
For an appetizer we chose Chile con
644-1199
Queso; a spicy hot cheese dip served
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exi t~ of 1-4)
with very light tortilla chips.
Our waitress served us promptly and
perfectly timed the arrival of our dinners just as we finished the appetizer.
1900MURDOCKBLVD. UNION PARK
I chose Flautas con Guacamole
c
PHONE 275-5980
which consisted of two flautas, (deep
~ ...
fried, flour tortillas) one filled with
C'CI
~
beef, the other filled with chicken. The
~ "1.
"'0 Union Park
beef was delicious, but the chicken
1:Q) tac Shopping
Now we
cC'CI 't:Q)
__ flau ta was a bit dry. They were servhave an
e .D Plaza
ed with strongly seasoned guacamole;
.Q.. ue= • .
electronic
Q)
refried beans and rice. The refried
beans were topped with cheese and
system to
chives; che best I've ever had. The rice
give you ·
Murdock Rd.
could have been better.
a perfect
My companion picked Tostada
perm.
Grande which was an eye-catcher in
itself. It was a higl1 -1 );-: ('.ked flour torNorth
tilla sheli filled with refried beans, beef

-

THE PERMANENT WAVE CO.

.. e

*•

.-.

._}

.

Offering the new SPIRAL PERM for young adults

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!

or chicken, lettuce, tomatoes, gw1·1 1
onions, cheese and topped with
guacamole and sour cream. It wa~
delicious; very rich, with an ample
amount of chicken .
For desser.t, Cisco's offers SonoraTurnover, Kahlua Mousse 0r
Margarita Pie.
.
The menu also offers not only dinners , but soups and salads ,
chimichangas, combinations, burgers
and separate section "for little
Cisco's." They also serve wine, beer,
and specialty cocktails. The price
range for lunches is from $2.25· to
$2.95 . The Mexican dinners vary from
' $3 .95 to $6 .00.

COMld..

Recognized by Teddy Ulma and the
Institute of Advanced Hair Styling

PERMANENT WAVE .................-..... $12.50
HAIR CUT. ..................................... $3.00
SHAMPOO & SET .......................... $4.00
ELECTRONIC COMPUTERIZED PERM ... $25.00
(1) Curly.Look. Permanent, (2) Soft Wave Permanent, or
(3) Wash & Wea·r Permanent

Mike B· a.:i>/Future

ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS

r-------------,
r------~-----~
SHAKES
I I 2 FOR 1 -1

I

I

.50 ¢OFF

II

TORTONIS

I

II

Reg . $1 .30

II II-

. Reg. $2.95

1
1

l_~!!!!!;.s_s!~2!.!.~!.J 1_~!1!~.2~':!2!;.!..9!·!...J

The First .Baptist Church of Oviedo

OPEN

678-0637

Dr. William R. Marr, Pastor
Stan Tillman; Minister of Youth & Education

.

7 438 University Blvd.
University Square

Just five mlles North of U.C.F. on Alafaya Trail

SANCTUARY .

EDUCATION
BUILDING

Metro Orlando's Oldest Baptist Church

Fresh! Alive! Exciting! Bible-Centered!.
Evangelistic! A Church on the Grow!
·Anchored to the rock, and planning for the future! ·
College & Career Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:30 & 11 :00 a.m.
College & Career Growth Group 6:00 p.m.
Warm Eveni~g~ors!iip Service 7:00 p.m.
Call for times of:
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Choirs. Dinners, Etc.

Co-Sponsor of U.C.F. Baptist Campus Ministry
U~C.F. STUDENTS ARE WELCOME AT ALL TIMES
Call for free van transportation
Office-365 .. 3484
Pastor's Home - :165-:H58
24-Hour Message Service

NOW SERVING BREAKFAST 6:30-11:00 AM
Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey, Swiss Cheese

JASON DELUXE
. Ham, Turkey, Cotto Salami, Provolone Cheese

HOAG IE
ROAST BEEF (Available in Brat Jr.)
HAM'N CHEESE (Available in Brat Jr.)
CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. Jr.)
REUBEN
Corned Beef; Swiss Cheese, Sauerkraut
.

TURKEY (Available in Brat Jr.)
PASTRAMI Smoked & ~picy
CHICKEN FILLET
KIELBASA
SALAMI
CHEESE SANDWICH

SALAD BAR
PLATIER 1.94 BOWL
1.35

$2.05
$2.00

1--

COUPON -

;~::~ •5oe

s1.a5. I
$1:95 I

I
$2.20. I
$1.85
$1~85 I
$1.65 I
$1.85 I
$1.70
$1.70 I
I

-1

OFF 1I

ANY REGULAR
SANDWICH OR
SALAD PLATTER
W ITH THIS COUPON.
YOU MAY
PURCHASE UP TO
3 SANDWICHES WITH
THIS SINGLE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

__ ... ______ .
COUPON EXPIRES

SEPT.21,1981

MUCH MUCH MORE

PH'. 331 ·4241 OR CARRY OUT
990 Semoran at Red Bug Road

DINE IN

NEXT TO BIG 10 TrRE STORE

CASSELBERRY,FLA.32707

t'uture-~eptemoer

Senate ~-----------· rr..
and I've been a sen:ltor for .two
years."
She pointed out th?t the bill was
introduced July 21 and not r~solved
until Sept. 1. Cunningham said the
argument was a culmination of the .
frustration she felt during the bill's
debate.
While Cunningham said both she
and Johnson leveled obscenities at
one another, she never verbally
threatened Johnson.
·In Tuesday's meeting, the senate ..
passed a "consensus" which said .
disruptions or harrassment · o~
senators during meetings would not
be tolerated.
"A consensus is only a general
opinion of the senate as a body," ac- .
cording to Student Body Vice President Tico Perez. He said the consensus passed by voice vote with one
opposed and did not· refer to the
argument between Cunningham
and Johnson.
Perez said the consensus was
taken as a result of students who
disrupted the senate meeting when
they criticized Johnson at the senate
m~eting because of'her opposition to
the bill.

••••••••••
The senate approved new elections statutes for the elections to be
held in two weeks, despite the

111

11,

1~n:s1

rag~

P"~(' :;

possibility that some -students may
be able to vote more than once.
After adopting the new statutes,
the senate considered an amendment to allow resident center
students to vote for candidates for
At-Large seats. Previously only oneampus students .could vote in atlarge races.
In the debate, one senator asked
what would prevent a student
enrolled at two area campuses from
voting . at each caqipus. Senator
David Kiser answered, "We will
just h~ve to accept that problem."
He added that he doubted the situation would arise.
The senate also allocated $595 to
purchase 35mm camera equipment:On July 14, the senate killed a
similiar bill that would have
allocated $9q 1 for camera equipment. The camera equipment was
purchased for use by Student
Government and the yearbook staff.
The bill wa·s . attacked by several
senators, including Jennifer
Lacefield who called it "a frivolous
expenditure of student money." .
However, a majority of the senate
agreed with the sentiments of Rob .
Rotter: "What better way to com. municate with students than in
words and pictures? Communication is our higgest problem and this
is one way to correct it."

NEED AUTOlNSURANCE?
You need to call ...
898-2454

c

•

New FREE catalog lists the best in hypnotic self-help tapes.
All te~ted, proven, sold with complete money-back guarantee.
PROSPERITY• SELF-CONFIDENCE •GOOD HEALTH
STOP SMOKING•WEIGHT LOSS•E.S.P.•BETTER MEMORY
IMPROVE SEXUAL LIFE• MANY MORE!
Send Today For Amazing FREE Catalog.
UNIVERSAL CENTRE
P.O. BOX 188
FERN PARK, FL. 32730

Salisbury Apartments
·Large Studios $21 O/Month
. SPECIAL:
$100 OFF SECURITY DEPOSlT
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
HOURS:
NOW THROUGH SEPTEMBER
PHONE:
Bring This Ad For Discount
Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:30
273-7141
Sat. 10:00-4:00
5946 Curry Ford Rd.
Closed Sundays

College Students Welcome

TIRED OF BEING SNOWED
BY SHOE SALESMEN POSING AS .AUDIO EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF FICTION.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS• KITS•CABINETS
• X-OVERS• DRIVERS
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS ON ALL BRANDS
WHILE YOU WATCH

THE UCF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
CORDIA'LLY INVITES YOU TO A

1019 W. FAIRBANKS AVE.
WINTER PARK, FL.
l BLK. EAST OF 17-92
628-1735

FREE PEP RALLY
AT

ROSIE O'ORAD1'S
.

COCK·TAIL HOUR
MON. - FRI. 4-6

.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 12 - 4 PM Till 7 PM
FREE ADMISSION &HAPPY HOUR PRICES
CET READ1 FOR THE 7 PM CAME VS. PRESMERIAN COLLEGE
AT THE T-BOWLf

SEE THE UCF CHEERLEADERS!

1;:,

All House Brand HiBalls .35¢
Call Brands ¥2 Price
Draft Beer 45¢
OPEN7DAYS
SUNDAY - THURSDAY 11 TILL 12
· FRIDAY & SATURDAY 11 TILL 2~
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University Square Coin Laundry
New-Air Conditioned
•Dry CLPaning
•Alterations & Repairs
•Budget Shoe Repair
• V idrn Game
•Attrndant A licays 011 Duty

Let Us Do Your Wash
40 <l' lb.

Wash-Dry-Fold-Hang
(Our Soap-Bleach) .

153 UCFDISCOUNT

.

0

HOUHS: 7:30 AM -; 9:30 PM
PHONE: 678-3000

r-----------,
$1.00 off

c
UNIVEfiSITY Bl .VD. ~ ---~l-'CF
~------~~

~~
PLAZA

WASH-DRY-FOLD
SERVICE .

I

I·

COUPON E\'.PIRES OCTOBER I . J 981
ONE PER CUSTOMER

I
I

I

I
I

L~----------J

·

l!i;llll!ll'!:lll!l• llllll~llll•~i l!llltl
SCIENCE

"I!

EARN INSTANT • •

AND

-

ENGINEERING
MAJORS:
TAKE OUT
INSURANCE NOW
How about an "insurance· policy that your science or engineering
degree will really be used? It would be nice. Especially considering the
work you put into such a degree.
The Air Force will use your talents . We huve cpenings for young
mt>n and women majoring in selected sl·ien.~~ and engineering
academic fields . . . like Aeronaut!cal. Aerospace. General and Elec· ·
trical Engineering. Mulhematics. Physic5 and Co!npu ler Technology.
and many more.
_
One way to get into lhe~l' npenings is through Arr l·orce ROTC. Our
AFROTC scholarship can hl!ln you financially so you can concentrate
on getting your degree. AFROTC is a great opportunity lo help
yourself through college. and thl.' Ai1 Force is a great opportunity to
really use what you learn.
Look into the Air Force ROTC prograr.i al your campu >. :fs good
in~urance .

For Further Information Contact:
Professor of Aerospace Studies
General Classroom Bldg. Suite 310
University of Central Florida
305-275-2264

ROTC

Gateway to a great w.Jy of lif.e.

•
(FIRST DONATION ONLY)

PROFESSIONAL
BLOOD ·ooNORS
N·EEDED
You May Donate
Twice Weeklyl ·
NEW DONO_R HOURS
MON.-WED.·FRI. 7:30 AM-11:00 AM
TUES.· THURS. 7:30 AM-3:00 PM

INTERCOASTAL
PLASMA CORP
I

-

:~:n!!'~~~~::~c~=·
·::1 11; ••·· .···•·•··

I

. :'~~~1~:~:·11r11r1 r.'I
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bv Kirn Hawley
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Lake Claire was given a face-lift
this past summer with the addition
of white sand to its beaches and picnic tables to its park.
Renovations costing more than
$4'1,000 were made possible by fun~

ding from Student Government.
Equipment and labor were donated
by the Physical Plant. .Maintenance
and uttlity costs will be paid for by
Student Government.
Student Body President George
Chandler said, "Our current priority is maintenance.
Improved

Lake Claire
renovation
completed

Pam Glm1on/Future

lighting and security come next."
Ther_e are only two lights il1umina ting Lake Claire and· its
shores. Student Government is considering installing eight additional
lights, which would affect security
,
in the area.
UCF Police Chief John Smith said
"thorough lighting and limited access"to the lake would improve
security. He added that going in
groups during daylight hours is a
good safety precautidn.
Vandalism has not been a pro' blem this year, though high school
students have done damage to the
area in the past, Smith said.
. Lake Claire is listed as one of
Florida's finest recreational areas
by the Department of Natural
Resources. Consumption of alcohol
is permitted at the lake, and b~ca~se
of its park-like atmosphere, Lake
Claire attracts a variety of groups,
especially students.
The lake's facilities are open to
students, faculty and staff members
only. Those interested in using the
park are asked to register with UCF
Student Services.
Student Services. will provide a
platform and _audio equipment, if
·needed.

DR.JOHN J. HAMMERLI
OPTOMETRIST
VISION EXAMINATIONS• FRAMES & LENSES ·
CONTACT LENSES
-

10279 E. Colonial Dr. Union Park

. 273-7370

•

Command
Performa11ce
Make a deposit or
withdrawal from your
checking.or savings
account. Transfer funds.
Pay Combanks installment loans or mortgages.
Pay utility bills or 't(erify
your checking account
balance. All with the new
Command 24 card.

..

Command
Attention

CUT&STYLE

.

THE WAY YOU LIKE IT... $5 OFF.

Command 24 lets,you

pick your own identification
number. Make it.easy ...
your birthday, your anniversary, your street address.
It's attention to details
like this that makes the ·
Command 24 card so
easy to use.

Command
Service
24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. You can use. your
Command 24 card all over
town at many convenient ·
locations.

Come in for a Complimentary Consultation with
our Salon trained stylists . Bring this coupon for
$5 off our personally styled cut and blow dry .
Long hair extra.

Great
1-1aircuts
unltcJ.

Bank

Colonial Plaza Ma.II East Colonial Drive

Member FDIC

Regular $17.50 (Ladies) $14.00 (Men) .
(OFF~R

EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30, 1981)

~Peteet...-
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OPINION

More on abo'r tion:

-BSU shouldn't hive :been asked
.to finance gospel ·choir robes
.

.

The student senate should. never have drawn
out consideration of the gospel choir's request
for funds by suggesting the Black Student
Union provide the money instead. The suggestion fueled tempers and led to a heated argu- ,
ment in a women's restroom between two
senators.
-Sen.' Natalie Cunningham was accused by
some of verbally abusing and trying to intimidate Sen. Kathleen Johnson. On the other
hand, · Johnson has been la_beled a racist by
some because of her opposition to a bill· which
funded an organization once under the auspices
of the )?SU.
The-rumors flew high enough and far enough
so that Dr. Levester Tubbs, as·s ociate vice president of Student Affairs, is conduct_ing an administrative inquiry into the incident.
Tubbs will likely conclude neither accusation
can be confirmed.
Both could have been a.v oided if the senate
had debated the bill without suggesting the
BSU provide .any part of the funds the gospel
choir requested.
The gospel choir was appealing for
$2,011.50 to purchase robes as an organization
unaffiliated· with the BSU. Just because the BSU
·helped start the choi'r and has included it in its
budgets of past years is no reason to expect it to
be included this year.

Dee..r

Such an assumption is unfair since the BSU
was denied funding for the choir when ·it made
its J981-82 overall budget request to the.senate.
Sen. Johnson and others were asking the BSU to
·re-establish a financial tie to the gospel choir
~hi ch had already been· cut.
The gospel choir was the subject of the bill,
and it should have been the only organ!_zation
dealt with in the bill's consideration.
The choir should not have been treated any
differently than the sociol9gy department was
treated in its bill requesting $898 from the
senate this summer. Student Body President'
George Chandler made it clear he would not
sign the bill unless the sociology department
earned a portion of the money it requested
itself, while receiving a portion from Student
Government. · The ·s enate finally passed a hill
·with such provisions.
The bill finally passed for the choir is a
similar compromise. The gospel choir is ~eing
allocated $750 and must raise or obtain the additional money elsewhere.
Too bad the senate couldn't have applied its
rule of "we'll give a qttle, if you give a little"
~;ooner, without suggesting the BSU take over
•:he burden.
It could have kept ;;rnate 'rlf>h<itP on the' fl0or
and out of the bat lm!<>ll1"
Mary Wilson

~~- Rees~
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Writer _challenges
pro-abortion letter
Editor:
This letter is in response to the "Pro-lifers labeled
'pushy' hypocrites" you received Aug. 28, in which
Angela Ballenger used three illustrations to back up
her poor label of the pro-life movement.
Her first illustration was that with birth control as
an option·, why not use that rather than give the child
to some stereotyped orphanage mother. I have three
things to say i·n ·response:
l) Pro-lifers are not against birth control, we are
against abortion. Birth control deals with killing an
infant during development. A pro-choice person
would ask, "What's the difference?"
2) Pro-lifers are not interested in snatching away
the child from it s mother, but are interested in seeing the child have its right to life. Adoption is only
an option for those who feel they can't raise the
child. ll Jon't think you will find too many adopti?n
agencies for pro-life because they want more
children!) ·
3) Angela states, "Now what intelligent woman
would desire to give her child' away?" I ask in
response, "What intelligent woman would desire to
kill an unborn baby?"
Her second illustration is Mrs. Bush's spe~ch.
Angela wants us to believe that Mr. and Mrs. Bush
are out on a ·campaign to find "a suitable child" and
thus are teaming up with the pro-life movement. It is
far beyond her comprehension that thP movement
might be made up of people who are genuinely concerned with the life of the unborn child, like Mr. and
Mrs. Bush perhaps.
In her last illustration she looks at the remarks·
made by the pw- life movement that Sandra
O'Conner (who has turned her back on millions of
unborn children) does not have any regard for
human life.
This, Angela . says is not only a
hypocritical statement, but the . most hypocritical
statement of the century. She believes that if a coun. try has had little regard for human life in the past
that organizations like the pro-life movement have
no business trying to change things now. ,
In closing I would like tp quote a phrase out of
Angela's letter: "She maybe a saint but.. .. ··

II

James Forest

C..°'- •.·:
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s·, r-; te.y,
A"' Uc.F stv~den1"

Reverend- defends
Mother Theresa's
pro-lite camp~ign .

t'\

Professor .cal.ls
advisement
'mechanical,'
'contusing'

.

'

Ed itor:
Your editorial on Aug. 28. "Profpssors Should IH'
Tr<1·ir1C'd for AC"adC'mi<' Advis ing." pointed out onr of lhC'
most serious llC'C'cls of lhC' univl'rsity.
SC'H'ral }'l'ars ag.o. when facC'd w ith tlw nl·ed for bettc·r
t.Hh·ising. the state univC'rsit:· s~·stC'm n'sponchl h:·
l'St<tblishing thC' C:·crn~mon cours<' numhC'ring s;;stPm. fn
other words, instead of.addressing th<' problc•m in a human
wa:. the,~· addn·ssc·cl it in a lllC('hanical wa:-.' But it has
beC"c;nw obvious that tlw rnstl:· computNizing of coursc·
numllC'rs has donC' no.thing to allay tlw bcwildermC'nt ~>f
studC'nls who JWC'd t<'l dC'ciclC' what c·oursc' to tak<' and how
to get the• bc•st .sC'hc'cl1dC'.
The• solution is to ahol i~h th<' c:ornmon c:oursC' numlH'ri11g
s\·stem staff in Tallaha.ss<'<' <llld usc• the· monc·: to iclc·ntif:
fa('ult: · who are intc·n·stccl in ach ising uncll•rgrnclualc's.
train thPm, and c:om1wnsal<' tlwm for tlwir tinw.
prc·frrabl:· with timC' n-lc-;1.i.;c•cl from l<•aC"hing.
Until we a('knowledg<' that good <1<h ising is a maltC'r of
c·ommunil'ation bdw<'r·n f><'<>pl<' . not a dqwrsonalit<'cl
s\·stc•m of "proc·c·ssing" pd>plc· into a pron11.stc·an sci of
r~·quirc•nwnts. or S\ sl<'lll of ach isin .~ will co11ti11111• to IH'
vvh11t it is now- co11f11sing and "P"s111oclic.
Richard Aclicks
ProfC'ssor of English

'

FJcl itor:
Angela Ballenger's ktlrr (8/28 /811 t'Olll'<'f'll ing the
hyp6crisy of pro-1 lfflr" r·onta.ins ~· •· l ('lllC'llh .1bout
l\.Tutlwr Tlwrcsa 'l 11('li <II'<' not onl~ i11L,('('lfr<tl<' . but
do\\ ori~ht slanclc•ro11 ....
I lllt' t' lr.icd to n·,1cl 11..., 11tuch as I C"an about Mother
Thc•rc'sa, not beca11s<' •di<' is a pro-lifer or a Catholic,
but !)('cause I honestly belic·v<' she• is a ra_v of light in
an oftentimes crooked wor l'cl (one out of C'VC'fv four
pregnan~·ies in the world is terminntecl bv nbortion).
ShC' is no more• in the babv hrokn business than
BETA HousC' hc•n· in Orlando is tr~· ing to kec•p Crntral Florida populatC'd. MothC'r Thc•r;::sa is intNC'SIC'd
in rnising the consc:iousnc'.ss of <1 disposable so('ict:· to
tlw fad that human beings a re not junk.
Nor is Mother TherC'sPa in the busin<'ss c>f
sti niulating indisniminatC' rC'produt'lion.
As a
IH'li<'' c•r in Cod sh<' unclC'rslands that we ha c• lwc•n
l'l'C'atc·cl with th<' l'a('ulty of intc·lligc•ncc· in addition to
a. rC'gc•1wra ti VC' onC'.
What thC' world nc•c•cls now is low , swc'c'I lovC'.
That's the onh · thing that thc·rl''s just loo little' of. 11
;11;1.: sound c:c.irn~, A'ngC'la. h11t I.hat is thC' business
thal Mothc'r Tl~c·rc·sa is in. and slw g<'ls m~ \Ole'.
Fatlwr Pat Powc'rs

,-
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Commission
strips social
welfare budget
Editor:
I cannot support the Orange
County Commission's current
budget proposal and the tax increase they are asking to back it
because:
l) it contains subsidies to business
like the $2.S million to Western ·
Electric for the John Young
Parkway and $50,000 to a parking
garage for downtown businesses.
Business should pay their own way
and not expect the taxpayers to foot
the bill for them.
2) it expands the sheriff's budget
beyond what the sheriff himself had
declared was required during his
election campaign, and he prob(!bly
was elected because of that position.
3) it has not expanded or even

.'...... mtained vital human services
and cultural programs.
Those program cutbacks include:
the c,losi~g of the Convalescent
Center; Child Support Enforcement,
which pays for itself and keeps a
father from running off and not
helping to raise his children; federal
grant. match monies; and the
numerous human needs and
cultural org~nizations such as Community Coordinated Child Care,
without which many mothers would
be back on welfare, and Meals on
Wheels.
These programs are being made
into scapegoats when they aren't the
reason for increased taxes. The .two
reasons above number .three are.
The next Orange County Commission budget session is Sept. 16, 7
p.m. · at the school board
auditorium, 434 N. Tampa Ave. in
Orlando. Please come out and show
your opposition to the course the
current .:ommission is ta.king.
. John Hedrick

Peer advisement ignored ·

'

Greek league

attacks
Greek system
Editor;
It has come to our attentjon that
there exists at UCF a group of student social organizations calling
themselves .. the Greek System." As
_president and vice-president of
Greek Anti-Defamation League, the
GAL, we are shocked, angered, and
insulted that our proud national .
heritage is defiled by a floe~ of
boozed-out fratboys and sorority
cysters. We hope some action will
be taken soon. Why not pick on the
Romans or the Phoenicians????
On a recent visit to 'the UCF snack
bar, the Knight's Den, we witnessed
a shocking display of drunken
fraternity brothers carousing and
spilling beer. whilst dancing acwss
table tops. We feel that this is an in-

.

Soitos Acidophallus
President, GAL
Aristotle Axolotl
VP, GAL

The Future welcomes letters from ~ts
readers.
Letters should be delivered to the
Future by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior
to publication to be considered for
publication in the next issue. Though
each letter must bear the witer's
signature and pho.n e number, names
will be withheld upon :-equest. The
Future .reserves the right to edit letters.
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, Florida 32816.

f1Jl1JrfJ

Editor:
As a freshman, I think it was really disgraceful that thr
Future' neglected to g ive an.y form of recognition to peer
ad isement. The peer advisors were: a great help to us
fr:('shmen. It is more comfortable taiking to people close to
our own age and it reduces the anxiety of enter ing a new
lifestvle.
·I also understand that UCF has the only peer advisement
program in the stat<:>. How can this go unrecogniz<:>d? I
think it is an awfu l shame that the school newpaper does
not consider it important enough t? even cover. I am
pleased with everythin,g thus far with UCF with the exception of the Future.
·
David Earp

suit to one of the greatest civilizations in hu.m an histoty, a culture
that nurtured Socrates, Plato, and
Telly Savalas. Our forefathers ma1
have schtupped sheep and goats, but
there was always a sense of dignity
involved.
The sound you hear is Aristotle
spitting up in his grave.
Archaically yours,

Mary Wilson
, Editor-in-Chief
Ler Elliott
Entertainment Editor

Diane Taylor

Steve "Longcrier

Managing Editor

Business Manager

Vince Cotroneo
Sports Editor

Darla Scoles
Advertising Manager

Sherry Reed
News Editor

Brian [ ,aPeter
Photo Editor

Wanda Garfield
Production Manager

Michele Davis
Sales Manager ·

The Future is published weekly and biweekly in the summer at the University of Central Florida. It is written and
edited by students with offices in the Art Complex on Libra Drive.
Address correspondence to the Future, P.O. Box 25000, Orlando,32816. Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Monday to be considered for publication in the next issue. Letters should ·bear the student's signature, address and phone
number.
Opinions expressed in the Future ure those of the editor or the writer and not necessarily those of the Board of
Publications or university administration.
·

W ou'ld you like to save lives for a living?
-Wo·u.ld you like to double your income?
Do you have 5 to 10 hours a week
. .
to spend doing it?
•

If you answer yes-to these questions then .
look into the We Care America
Opportunity

:call .678-5786
Does your organization need a fund-raiser?
Give us a call.

All students interested in
running for student senate
must declare candidacy
by 5 P.M. September 14
Campaign Seminar & Election Rules
Mond.ay September 14th at 5 p.m.
Room T.B.A. Ma~datory !
Active Campaigning begins
6 P.M. Septembe.r 14
Elections will be held
·September 22 & 23

Hair Styling For Men and Women
703 E. OAKRIDGE RD. AT HANSEL AVE.
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Student Government Offices
are located in Student Center
or call 275-2191
GOOD LUCK TO.THE UCF FIGHTING KNIGHTS SATURDAY NIGHT
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We've Made It Possible For Yon To Own A Home ..•

... So Why Pay·R~nt?
ALLENDALE BUILDERS
Is Now Building lVew Homes From Only 847,900 (1200 sq. ft.+)
Only 5 Miles North of U .C.F.
3 Finanee Plans A vailable/B~ilder Fiuaneing or Trade ,
· call Today & Patt Re1it SS l11io Equhy SS a11d Tax Savi11gs
Yo11 Will Re Ha1111y You Called
Recommended By:
Jerry Boyles-State.Certified Real.Estate Instructor
Idea Endorsed By:
.
Paul Simon-President of TNT Corp., Modesto, Calif.

ALLENDALE RUILDEllS
Niek Buttitta, Owner

859..8393

Need~ temporary or part-time job?
·Kelly Health Care employees:
•RN's

•Nursing Assi·s tants

•LPN's

• Homemaker/Cc)mpanions

Kelly Health Car·e offers days & schedules of your choice.
Hoine care & staffing situa.tions

1221 Lee Road • Suite 208 • Orlando

293~3316·

Call for information.

/

1~1 Kelly Health Care
.

/

HEY

ForEyeS!
-

At no extra Charge:

o Photogrev Lenses
o sunglasses
u oversize Lenses

o oualitv Guaranteed

Plastic Lenses
Fashion Tints
Wire Frames
Selection of 300

o
o
o·
o

FRAMES & LENSES
COMP.LETE
(Single Visiom

~re:

s11 .•

---SPECIAL---

$4 off on the 2nd pair.

Show Your Student l.D• .
And Receive A 10% Discount
On All Services
Mon.:.Wed.
(Not to be used with other discounts)
Complete Hairstyling For Men and Wome1J

D-CfbD .

C,,ommaud -J•erformanee
Cassleberry • 430 East Highway 436. ( 'h mile east o1 17 -92) •
Locations m

Massachusetts.

-~JCi

• o.J

Florida . California . Delaware . llhno1s Mary1and .
Pennsylvania . V1rg1nia and Washington . D C.

~ew, Jersey .

HOURS .
M-F 10 to 9
Sat. 9 to 8 ·
Sun. 12:30.to 5

Winter Park Mall
534 N. Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
628-8936
..

. .

